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PRFFACE 

me teckiiucal qualiLy itquiieiiients lor battery-operated iiashing 
signals are based in Finland on an investigation conducted over 
twenty years ago. The quality reqirements were later revised to 
take into account technical developments in the fields of light 
sources and power supplies. 

The quality requirements for flashing signals in the different 
Nordic countries diifer to some extent. Consequently, separate 
type approval is required in the different countries and this caus-
es extra work for the authorities and for the manufacturers of 
the equipment. 

In the accompanying report by means of a survey of the litera-
ture the regulations of various countries are investigated togeth-
er with research work concerning light signals, the devices for 
emitting light signals, and the physio1ogica properties of the eye 
based on perception. In addition the report includes a critical re-
view of the light signals adopted by various countries and of the 
quality requirement concerning the devices for emitting these 
signals. 

The present preliminary investigation was commissioned by the 
Technical Development of the Roads and Waterways Adminis-
tration and was carried out at the Laboratory of Lighting Techno-
logy of the Department of Electrical Engineering at Tampere 
University of Technology under the leadership of Professor Juha-
ni Kärnä. The practical research work was carried out by Tapa-
ni Nurmi, research engineer. The investigation was commenced 
in May 1988 and completed in February 1989. On behalf of the 
Techmcal Development of the RWA the work was supervised by 
Esko Hyytiäinen, M.Sc.(Eng.) and Esko Tuhola, B.Sc. (Eng.). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The first quality requirements for battery-operated flashing sig-
nais were drawn up in Finland over twenty years ago as a joint 
project of the Roads and Waterways Administration and the 
Electrical Laboratory of the State Centre for Technical Research. 
Although the quality requirements also dealt with directional 
flashers, the emphasis was on omnidirectional amber flashers 
and steady-burning red lanterns, both having a filament lamp 
as the light source. 

These first quality requirements were based as concerns illurni-
nation engineering mainly on results obtained from the litera-
ture (including the concept and calculation of effect luminous in-
tensity, and the colour of the lights), on measurements aiready 
in use in Sweden (including the minimum extinction level for 
horizontally incident light (1000 cd), lighting-up and extinguish-
ing illuminations leveis, and load test), and on the equipment 
marketed by various manufacturers (including luminous inten-
sity and distribution pattern). A detailed theoretical examination 
of the various alternatives was not made, nor was the feasibility 
of implementing the requirements investigated. These matters 
were also the subject of considerable criticism in the initial 
years. 

Later revised quality requirements were based to a large extent 
on these first quality requirements, but naturally also took into 
account technical developments in light sources (gas discharge 
tubes) and power supplies (accumulators). 

In order to survey the present situation it has proved necessary 
to review the latest research work and the regulations of diifer-
ent countries, and also to investigate as thoroughly as possible 
the foundations of the requirements from the point of view of 
lighting technology. 
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2. THE COLOUR OF THE LIGHT 

2.1 Colours Deflned by Finnish Regulations 

The colours used in Finland for warning flashers and lanterns 
are defined in Publication no. 741808 of the Roads and Water-
ways Administration. A restrictive factor in the construction of 
the lenses is an additional requirement that the colored light 
shall he produced by means of a lens of solid-dyed material. The 
use of separate filters is prohibited. 

In Finland devices emitting a flashing amber light and a steady-
burning red light are defined. Figure 1 shows part of a CIE chro-
maticity diagram, on which the amber region required in Fin-
land has been drawn. 

Region according to reguirements 
of the Finnish RWA. 

0,600 
	

0,650 

Figure 1. The amber region according to the requirements of the Finnish 
RWA. 
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Figure 2. The red region according to the requirements of the Finnish 

RWA. 

Both the red and the amber regions are the same as those recom-
mended by the CIE. [CIE: International Commission of Juu-
mination, Publication CIE no. 2.2., 1975, Colors of Light Sig-
nais.] 

In making comparisons between different light signals emitting 
coloured light, it must be remembered that only flashers emit- 
ting light of the same colour can be compared with each other, 
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because the colour has a very large effect on the amount of light 
emitted. The transmittance of the lens is affected not only by the 
optical design of the flasher, but also by the colour required of the 
lens. In Figure 3 a spectral transmittance curve for an amber 
lens is shown. It is the average of the spectral transmittance 
curves of three lens approved in Finland. 

In the measurements the transmittance of each lens was mea-
sured on a fiat section of the lens 3 mm thick. 

Figure 3. The spectral transmittance ef the Finmsh amber ]ens 

If the light source used is an ordinary filament lamp [Renpuissi 
6 V (4V, 0.3A)] with an operating voltage of 6.0 V, then the lens 
shown in Figure 3 has a transmissivity of only approx. 60 % for 
light incident to the inner surface of the lens. In addition, rays of 
light which are incident on surface of the Iens at an inclined 
angle are naturally partially reflected by the inner surface of the 
lens. 

Central European flashers particularly often employ a brighter 
amber lens than that used in Finland. The spectral transmit-
tance curve of a lens of this type is shown in Figure 4. The curve 
in question is the average of the transmittance curves of two dif-
ferent types of amber lens manufactured by NISSEN. These 
curves were also measured on a 3 mm thick section of the lens. 
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Figure 4. The spectral transmittance of the NISSEN lens. 

A lens of this type transmits approx. 80 % of the light from the 
filament used in flashers, so that using the same lamp approx. 
35 % more light is obtained from the flasher just due to the 
colour difference. 

In Figure 5 the spectral transmittance curve of a amber traffic 
light lens is shown for comparison. This curve was measured 
from a 3 mm thick section of a lens manufactured by FUTURIT. 
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Figure 5. The spectral transmittance of the FUTURIT amber traffic light 
lens. 



A lens of this type transmits only approx. 25 % of the light emit-
ted by the filament lamp, but nevertheless the colour of the light 
emitted is very close to the colour of the light emitted by the ordi-
nary Finnish flasher. 

In Figure 6 the spectral transmittance curve of the Finnish red 
lens is shown. 
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Figure 6. The spectral transmittance of the Finnish red lens. 

The lens shown in Figure 6 transmits only approx. 30 % of the 
ligbt emitted by the lamp, and tMs particular lens is not even a 
sufficiently dark red to satisfy the Finnish requirements in re-
spect of colour. (The colour of the light does not fali in the re-
quired region, but is too orange.) 

Thus to achieve the same distribution pattern for an amber 
flasher requires approx. 60 % more light using the Finnish lens 
than with a lighter lens. Corresponding a red flasher requires a 
lamp having a least twice the luniinous flux of that used in the 
amber flasher. 



2.2 Colours Defined by Other Regulations 

2.2.1 Amber 

The colour region of the amber light used in Finland is thus the 
same as the region recommended by the CIE. The same colour 
region is also used in Sweden and Norway for amber flashers in-
tended for road use. 

If the amber colour region recommended by the CIE is compared 
with the regions defined in other generally used standards and 
recommendations, then it is found that they are almost the 
s ame. 

The amber colour used in traffic lights is defined in the standard 
DIN 6163. This definition is identical with the CIE guidelines, 
except that the region according to the DIN standard is slightly 
narrower at the green edge of the region. 

Figure 7 shows the location of the region according to DIN stan-
dard 6163 compared with the region recommended by the CIE. 

0,450— - 

1 Region of RWA and CIE regulations 
Region of DIN 6163 

0,650 

Figure 7. The amber colour regions according to CIE and DIN 6163. 
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In seafaring the colours most cominonly employed are those ac-
cording to the recommendations issued by JALA [IALA: Recom-
mendations for the colours of light signals on aids to navigation, 
December 1977]. IALA employs two different specifications for 
each colour, a general region and a narrower preferred region. 
For the amber light both these are somewhat narrower than the 
CIE region. 

Figure 8 shows the amber colour regions defined by the CIE and 
IALA. 

0,450— - 
1 Region 01 RWA and CIE regulations 

Region ot ALA regulations 

Figure & The amber colour regions according to CIE and IALA. 



2.2.2 Red 

The colour region of the red colour used in Finland is the sarne 
as the region recommended by the CIE. The same colour region 
specification is also used in Sweden and Norway. 

If the red colour region recommended by the CIE is compared 
with regions specified by other generally used standards am 
recommendations, then it is found that the other regions are 
clearly narrower, although they are located in the same place on 
the chromaticity diagram. 

The red colour region employed in traffic lights is narrower at 
both the yellow and dark-red edges. 

Figure 9 shows the location of the region according to DIN stan-
dard 6163 compared with the region recommended by the CIE. 

0,350— - 
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0,300— --------- 
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Figure 9. The red colour regions according to CIE and DIN 6163. 



The general region defined by IALA is the same as the CIE re-
gion, but the preferred region is appreciably narrower. 

Figure 10 shows the red region defined by CIE and IALA. 
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Figure 10. The red colour regon accordng to CIE and kALA. 
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3. LUMINOUS INTENSITY 

3.1 General 

In this section we examine how the intensity distribution pattern 
of a flasher affects the amount of light required, i.e. the lumi-
nous flux required to achieve various types of intensity distribu 
tion pattern. The different regulations of the Nordic countri 
are also compared in this respect. In this comparison the follow-
ing regulations were used: 

- Finland: TVH! 12.11.1984, Julk. nro 741808 
- Sweden: Trafiksäkerhetsverket / 1.1.1987 
- Norway: Vegdirektoratet / 1.2. 1985 
- No information received on Danish regulations 

3.2 Effect of the Pattern of Distribution 

The effect of the width and shape of different distribution pat-
terns were examined with the aid of a computer program pre-
pared at Tampere University of Technology. 

The first to be examined was the omnidirectional flasher accord-
ing to Finnish regulations, for which a "triangular" distribution 
pattern is required in the vertical direction (Figure 3). The effects 
of the width of the triangle and the luminous intensity required 
at its edges on the luminous flux necessary are shown in Table 1. 
The value 100 denotes the total luminous flux necessary for the 
combination currently in use (width of triangle 50/  luminous j. 
tensity at edges 0.5 cd). 
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'iji' 	1. 'l.he 	 ;r!fl. 

tensit\ Iutrjt)n. 

Luminous 

	

\ 	intensity 
'\edges / cd 

	

Width 	 0 
	

0,25 	0,5 	0,75 	1,0 	1,25 

40 45 50 59 64 68 

81 90 1001 119 129 139 

121 136 150 180 194 209 

161 181 200 240 259 279 

If the requirements were changed from a triangular intensity 
distribution to an intensity distribution which attempted to fol-
low to an approximate sinusoidal intensity distribution having a 
peak value of 2 cd (as is described in certain requirements in the 
field of navigation), then the luminous flux required for the real-
isation of such an intensity distribution would be that given in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. The luminous flux necessary for different types of sinusoidal in-
tensity distribution. 

Luminous 

\ intensity 
\edges / cd 

wicftti 	 0 0,25 	0,5 	0,75 	1,0 	1,25 

51 55 58 62 65 68 

103 110 118 125 132 139 

154 166 177 188 198 209 

205 221 236 250 264 278 

2,5c 

50 

7,5 

10 

2,5 

50 

7,5 

10c 
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The values of luminous flux necessary are shown on the same 
scale as used for luminous flux in Table 1, so that they can be 
compared directly with each other. It will be seen from the table 
that if the requirement was for a sine-shaped intensity distribu-
tion with intensity values in the horizontal piane of 2 cd and a 
width in the vertical direction of 5°(O5 cd), then approx. 18 % 
more light would be required to realise such a distribution than 
is required to produce the present intensity pattern. These two 
jtPn jtv ( Qtrl'1 f 	irf1 cr 	r 	 1 

Luminous 

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 	0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
Angle/° 

Figure 1. Different vertical intensity distributions. 

In Table 3 the luminous flux necessary for the realisation of 
"uniform" intensity distributions of differing widths is com-
pared. 
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Table 3. Lumirious flux necessary fir c!ifferent uniform intensity distribu-

tions. 

W'dth\ 
intensity / cd 

1,0 	1,5 	2,0 

40 61 81 

81 121 161 

121 181 242 

161 241 321 

Figure 2 shows the intensity distributions obtained with the 
same luminous flux, when the distribution patterns are of the 
types described above. 

-6 	-5 	-4 	-3 -2 	-1 	0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
Angle/° 

Figure 2.. Intensity distributions obtained with the same luminous flux. 

It will be seen that the "triangle" required in Finland corre-
sponds in its luminous flux to a uniform distribution pattern 
having a luminous intensity over its entire area of approx. 
1.24 cd. The difference between the sinusoidal and triangular 
distributions is relatively minor, there being a significant diifer- 

2,5 

50 

7,5 

10 0  
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ence in the intensity required mainly in the angular range 
—1.5°...+1.5°. 

3.3 Regulatlons ot the Nordic Countries 

3.3.1 Omnidirectional Flashers and Lanterns 

In Finland at least the values of effective luminous intensity 
shown in Figure 3 are required for omnidirectional amber 
flashers. 

0 	50 	.40 	30 	2° 	-1° 	-1° 	0 	30 	40 	5° 	60 

Figure 3. Vertical intensity distribution required in Finland for omnidi-

rectional flashers. 

In Sweden for omnidirectional flashers effective average lumi-
nous intensity of average at least 1 cd in the horizontal piane is 
required, and at other angies in the vertical piane in the range 
—5°.. .+5° the average should be at least 10 % of the value in the 
horizontal piane. Accordingly e.g. the vertical intensity distribu-
tion shown in Figure 4 would satisfy the Swedish requirements. 



.0 	.50 	40 	-3° 	20 	-1° 	±00 	-1° 	-2° 	30 	-5° 	.60 

Figure 4. Minimum intensity distribution according to the Swedish regula-
ti on s. 

Naturally, an intensity distribution fully according to Figure 4 
would be difficult to achieve in practice. In theory impiementa-
tion of such an intensity distribution would require only approx. 
10 % of the luminous flux necessary for the intensity distribution 
required in Finland. 

In Norway the requirement for omnidirectional flashers in day-
time use is 35 cd and in night-time use 4 cd in the vertical piane 
in the range 50••  +5°. The minimum intensity distribution re-
quired for night-time use in Norway is shown in Figure 5. 

.50 	50 	40 	30 	-2° 	-1° 	0 	-1° 	-2° 	30 	.40 	.50 	50 

Vertical angle / degrees 

Figu.re 5. Intensity distribution according to Norwegian regulations. 
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The Norwegian requirement presented above is made somewhat 
less severe since in Norway the effective luminous intensity is 
calculated by Allard's method, which generally yields values 
15.. .30 % greater than those obtained by the Blondell-Rey method 
employed in Finland and Sweden. The realisation of the intensi-
ty distribution required in Norway for night-time use neverthe-
less needs approx. 2.5 times more light than the intensity distri-
bution required in Finland. 

In addition to the omnidirectional amber flashers described 
above, in Sweden and Norway an omnidirectional amber lantern 
is defined for which the required luminous intensity is at least 
2 cd over the entire vertical range -5°.. .+5°, and in Sweden also a 
red lantern satisfying the above requirements. 

3.3.2 Directional Flashers and Lanterns 

In Finland for directional amber filamen-lamp flashers an av-
erage effective luminous intensity of at least 5 cd is required over 
the vertical range -5°.. .+5° and the horizontal range -10°...+1O°, 
with a minimum value in the same region of at least 2.5 cd. Fw 
flashers fitted with gas discharge tubes, in Finland an avera 
of 0.75 cds is required over the horizontal range -20°.. . ^20°, t 
realisation of which needs about 7.5 times the luminous flux 
which is required for the realisation of filament-lamp flashers. 

In Sweden and Norway an effective luminous intensity of at least 
4 cd is required over the entire range ±5°/±10°. In theory such a 
flasher could be realised with 25 % less luminous flux than a 
flasher according to the Finnish regulations, but in practice it is 
very difficult to produce a uniform intensity distribution, so that 
in most cases the Swedish regulations mean that if the mmi-
mum is 4 cd, then the average of the entire range will be at least 
8... 10 cd, so that the necessary luminous flux is doubled com-
pared with the Finnish regulations. 



iI 

In addition to the flashers described above, in Sweden and Nor-
way quality requirements have been put forward for steadyburn-
ing amber and red directional lanterns. In Finland only a 
steady-burning red omnidirectional lantern has been defined. 
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4. EFFECTIVE LUMINOUS INTENSITY 

4.1 Steady-Burning Light Signals 

In order to understand the various factors associated with the 
visibility of a flashing light signal, we will first examine some 
aspects of steady-burning light signals. The level of illumination 
produced on the retina of an observer by a light signal emitting 
light continuously determines whether the light signal is seen or 
not. As is known, for a point light source emitting light continu-
ously the illumination created on a piane perpendicular to the 
direction ofradiation and at a distance s from the source is 

E = -- 	 ) 
s 

1 is the luminous intensity of the light source 
t is the transmissivity of air (<1). 

In order that the light signal shall be visible to an observer at a 
distance s, the foliowing condition must be satisfied: 

s 
E^E min 	 (2) 	,where 

s 

is the minimum perceptible illumination 
(threshold illumination) 

Since generally it is desired to know at what distance a light sig-
nal of given luminous intensity is visible in given weather condi-
tions, it is necessary to solve equation (2) with respect to s. Since 
there exists no analytic solution, we must content ourselves with 
nomograms, graphs of ready calculated values, or numerical so-
lutions. 

The mimmum perceptible illumination is not a constant, but de- 
pends on the background luminance (Figure 1), on the location 
of the light source in the field of vision, on the angular size and 
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shape of the light source, on the angle from which the light 
source is viewed, and on the colour of the light. The curves 
shown in Figure 1 are valid only if the observer knows precisely 
where the light source is Iocated. 

-3 
10 

E min 
Ix 

-5 
10 

io -7  

-9 
10 

-4 	-2 	 2 	2 
10 	10 	1 	10 	10 

background illumination (cd / m2 ) 

Figure 1. The relation between the threshold illumination at the eye and the 
background illumination for a point source of white light, accord- 
ing to different research workers. 

According to some research workers, the leveis of illumination 
presented should be multiplied by ten in order that the source 
shall he readily located, and in cases where the observer is not 
looking for the signal but the signal must instead attract the ob-
server's attention, these leveis of illumination should he multi-
plied by as much as one thousand. 

4.2 Flashing Light Signals 

When the signal from a signal light consists of discrete flashes 
of light of similar form and repeated at regular intervais, then 
the peak instantaneous luminous intensity of the flashes must 
be greater than the intensity wbich would be needed for a steady-
burning Iight signal if both signals are to he visible at an equal 
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distance. In order to compare the effectiveness of different flash-
ing light signals the concept of the effective luminous intensity" 
of a flash of light has been adopted. By this is meant the lumi-
nous intensity of a steady-burning light signal of the same 
shape, size and colour which in identical conditions is visible at 
the same distance as the flashing light signal in question. Ex-
perimentally it is possible to determine the effective luminous in-
tensity of a flash of light of given form and magnitude by locating 
the flashing source in question at such a distance from the ob-
server that it is only just visible and by comparing the flashing 
light with a nearby steady-burning light signal of adjustable lu-
minous intensity. On the basis of investigations which have been 
made, several slightly different methods of calculating the effec-
tive luminous intensity have been proposed, of which the most 
commonly used are the formulae proposed by Schmidt-Clausen, 
Allard, and Blondell-Rey. These calculation formulae, however, 
give different values for the effective luminous intensity, so that 
this must be taken into account when comparing the regulatiom 
of different countries. 

4.2.1 The Schmidt-Clausen Method 

The variation of the instantaneous luminous intensity 1 as a 
function of time is described the the function 1(t). The peak inten-
sity of the flash is denoted by 10.  The integral of the instanta- 
neous intensity with respect to time taken over the entire dura-
tion of the flash is defined by: 

J=fldt 	 (3) 

Then according to Schmidt-Clausen the effective intensity 'e  of 
the flash is given by the equation: 

J 	 (4) 	,where 

10 

C is a time constant for which the value 0.2 s is used for night- 
time observations and 0.1 s for daytime observations. In this 
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form the formula is particularly suitable for calculating the ef-
fective intensity of gas discharge tubes, for which J can easily be 
measured directly. For flashes of longer duration the formula 
can be used in the form 

eC 
I 0 t 	 (5) 	,where 

t is the total duration of the flash 
F is the Schmidt-Clausen form factor, which is de-

fined as follows: 

t2 

F = j, 1(t) dt 
	

(6) 	,where 
10 x (t 2 -t 1 ) 

t1  is the time of commencement of the flash 

t2  is the time of cessation of the flash, so that 

t = ti  - t. 

For very brief flashes of light the value of t becomes negligibly 

small compared with C / F, so that equation (5) can be written: 

I e 
 J 	 (7) 

TMs form can he used for flashes of light with a duration of less 
than 0.05 s. When C = 0.2, then 

(8) 

4.2.2 The AIIard Method 

This method also starts by the representation of the flash as a 
function of time 1(t). The corresponding instantaneous effective 
intensity is defined as the function i(t). According to Allard's 
theory the functions are related by the diiferential equation: 
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!_. 1(t) - i(t) 
dt 	A 

(9) 	,where 

A is a time constant, for which the value 0.2 s can be used in 
practical calculations. According to Allard the effective intensity 
'e of the flash is then the peak value of i(t). The explicit solution 

ofequation (9) is: 

i(t) • 	1(u) 	Ji 
- 	e a 	 (10) 	,where 

t1  is a time before which no light is exhibited. 

For very brief flashes of light the value of the effi3ctive intensity 
becomes 

J 
'eA (11), where 

J is the integral of the light flash, as in equroi 3), 

80 that ifA = C then these two methods give the sarne resi1t for 
very brief flashes of light. 

4.2.3 The BIondelI-Rey Method 

According to Blondell-Rey the effective himi noi s i nt ns ty 'e 

can be defined as foliows: 

»2 
J 	I(t)dt 

ti 	 - 
b0 

	

	 ( 	'- 	vere 
a+(t 2 -t 1 ) 

1(t) is a function which describes the oi:tion of 
the instantaneous lurvrn:. i.ntensi-

ty with time, 
a 	is the Blondell-Rey visual time COfl1L 

t1,t2  are time instants at which 1(t) = 
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Originally in Biondeli-Reys investigations no particular values 
were defined for the time instants t 1  and t2, but later Dougias 
proposed that t1  and t2  should be chosen 80 that 'e  assumes a 
maximum value. He also showed that the maximum value is at 
tained when 1(t 1) = 1(t2) = 

4.3 The Effective Intensity ot Ditterent Flashing Sources 

It was desired to determine by practical measurement what vai-
ues are obtained for the effective luminous intensity of the flash-
es emitted by current warning flashers using the different 
methods of calculation. In order to investigate this the variation 
of instantaneous luminous intensity with time was measured 
for four different flashing sources, after which for each flash the 
effective luminous intensity was calculated using the different 
methods. Figure 2 shows the flash from a filament-lamp flasher 
with an electrical pulse duration of approx. 90 ms. 

U) 

c 

Time (20 ms/div) 

Figure 2. Instantaneous luminous intensity of the flash as a function of 

time 1(t). 
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For this flash of light the different methods of calculation give 
the foliowing values for the effective luminous intensity: 

Schmidt- Clausen 	0.219 x peak valiie 
Allard 
	 0.2 15 x peak value 

Blondell-Rey 	0.18 1 x peak value 

Figure 3 shows the flash from a filament-lamp flasher with an 
electrical pulse duration of approx. 150 ms. 

>% 
U) c 
a) 
c 

Time (20 ms/div) 

Figure 3. Instantaneous luminous intensity of the flash as a function of 
time 1(t). 

For this flash of light the different methods of calculation give 
the foliowing values for the effective luininous intensity: 

Schmidt-Clausen 	0.349 x peak value 
Allard 
	

0.377 x peak value 
Blondell-Rey 	0.30 1 x peak value 

Figure 4 shows the flash from a filament-lamp flasher with an 
electrical pulse duration of approx. 205 ms. 
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(1) 

Time (20 mIdR) 

Figure 4. Instantaneous luminous intensity of the flash as a funetion of 
time 1(t). 

For this flash of light the different methods of calculation give 
the foflowing vaues for the effective luminous intensity: 

Schmidt-Clausen 	0.460 x peak value 
Allard 
	

0.542 x peak value 
Blondell-Rey 	0.419 x peak value 

Figure 5 shows the flash from a filament-lamp flasher with a 
switching power supply and an electrical flash pulse duration 
ofapprox. 175 ms. 
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Figure 5. Instantaneous luminous intensity of the flash as a function of 
time 1(t). 

For this flash of light the different methods of calculation give 
the foliowing values for the effective luminous intensity: 

Schmidt-Clausen 	0.369 x peak value 
Allard 
	

0.370 x peak value 
Blondell-Rey 	0.300 x peak value 

As can be seen from the preceding examples, the values for the 
effective luminous intensity given by the different methods of cal-
culation diifer appreciably. For the flashes used for the exam-
pies, the largest differences were of the order of 30 %, typically 
20.. .25 %. In view of this it is obvious that if it is intended to 
achieve uniformity between different countries in respect of the 
quality requirements for flashing signal lights, then it is also 
necessary to achieve uniformity in respect of the concepts and 
formulae associated with the calculation of effective luminous 
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intensity. 
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5. CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE LUMINOUS 
INTENSITY 

5.1 SingIe Flash 

The variation of luminous intensity as a function of time for a 
typical flash from a filament lamp is shown in Figure 1. 

Time 
Figure 1. Luminous intensity of a flash from a filament-lamp flasher as a 

function of time. 

It is easy to calculate the effective luminous intensity for a flash 
of this type, since the time instants t 1  and t2  in formulae 6, 10 

and 12 of Section 4 are uniquely defined. 

Figure 2 shows a different type of light flash, in which 'b  denotes 

the average luminous intensity in the time interval tb. . .t,. (Ifl 
the flash the time interval te .. .t, is so brief that the momentary 
reduction in the intensity can not be perceived by the eye.) 
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Figure 2. A flash with multiple peaks. 

If 'e  is less than 'a  or greater than I, then the calculation of the 
effective luminous intensity presents no problems. 

If, on the other hand, 'e  is in the interval 'a' • then the defini-
tion of the time infants t 1  and t2  may cause difficulties. It can, 
however, be shown that if the part of the flash in the interval 
tb. . . t ,, remains unchanged while the remaining part of the flash 
is changed, then the earlier time instant (t 1) can either be in the 
mterVal ta. . .tb or in the interval tv .. .t, but never in the interval 
tt,. . .ty. 1e is equal to 'b'  then either of the time instants tb  and t ,, 
can he used and in both cases the same value for the effective lu-
minous intensity 'e  is obtained. If, however, the flashes of light 
are clearly discrete the methods described in Section 5.2 should 
be used. 

t.2 
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5.2 Repeating Flash 

For a flashing light signal the interval between successive flash-
es is usually so long, that the the effective luininous intensity of 
an individual flash is not aff'ected by the other flashes. If, howev-
er, the flashes are sufficiently close to each other, then they also 
affect the effective intensity of the entire train of flashes. As an 
example, we will consider the flash whose intensity is shown as 
a function of time in Figure 3. 

Time 
Figure 3. A flash with twin peaks. 

In the figure the intensity at which a steady-burning light is only 
just visible is denoted by 'T•  this intensity is much lower than 

le, (in the figure L), then the flash of light will be seen as a 

continuous flash with twin peaks. If, however, the intensity in 
question is of approximately the same order of magnitude as 

'T 2' then the observer will perceive two discrete flashes of light. 

If, however, the interval between the flashes is considerably iess 
than for the pair of flashes shown in Figure 3, then the situation 
is changed. If during the flash the times for which the intensity 
is less than the effective intensity are less than 0.01 s, then the 
eye perceives the light signal as a single flash. An example of 
such a sequence of flashes is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Successive Flashes of Light. 

In this case the effective luminous intensity can be calculated 
from the formula: 

	

f
ta 

	

	

ftc 	

te 
t+ 	

,dt+f 
Idt+f 

tb 	td 	t 1  

a+(t2-s-t1) 	 (1) 

t and t2  are the first and second instants when 

= 

'e is the effective intensity of the train of flashes 

It should be particularly noted that 'e  is the effective luminous 
intensity of the entire train of flashes and not that of the individ-
ual flashes. 

If the time intervais for which the luminous intensity is less 
than the effective luminous intensity are of the order of 0.1 s or 
longer, then the observer perceives discrete flashes. In such 
cases the efTective luminous intensity must also he calculated 
from the luminous intensity of the individual flashes. 
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If the 'tdark intervals" are between 0.01 seconds and 0.1 seconds, 
then the effective luminous intensity lies between the effective lu-
minous intensity of the individual flashes and the effective lumi-
nous intensity of the entire train of flashes. 

As an example we will also consider the flash shown in Fig-
ure 5. 

>.. 
U) c ci 
c 

Time (20 ms/div) 
Figure 5. Variation in lurninous intensity as a furiction of time. 

If the effective luminous intensity is calculated from the B1on 
dell-Rey formula 

t 2  

- .':• 
I(t)dt 

ea+(tt) 	 (2) 

then for the first flash an effective luminous intensity 	1'e = 

76.5 cds is obtained and for the second 84.5 cds. If t1  and t2  ar 

chosen to be the start of the first flash and the end of the secor 
pulse respectively, then the value 'e = 157 cds is obtained f:: 

the total effective luminous intensity. In this case there is no sig 
nificant difference whether the effective iuminous intensitv 
calcuiated from formula (1) or (2 
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6. LIGHTING-UP AND EXTINGUISHING 

6.1 Regulations Concerning the Functioning ot Flashers 

According to the quality requirements of the Finnish Roads and 
Waterways Administration flashers, other than those fitted with 
gasdischarge tubes and mains-operated flashers, should be 
equipped with a photocell which automatically lights and extin-
guishes the device according to the level of ambient illumination, 
so that the device is always operating when the ambient illumi-
nation is below 50 lx and does not operate when the ambient juu-

mination is above 500 lx. In addition, the automatic system 
should be so arranged that a light of 100,000 cd coming from a 
distance of 10 m in the horizontal piane does not cause extinction 
of the device. This requirement corresponds to an illumination 
level of 1000 lx in the horizontal piane. 

According to the Swedish requirements the automatic lighting 
and extinguishing system of flashers should have an operating 
range of 50.. .300 lx. A light of 5000 lx incident horizontally must 
not cause extinction of the flasher. 

According to the Norwegian requirements the devices should be 
80 adjusted that they light up when the level of ambient illumi-
nation is below 500±50 lx and extinguish when it exceeds 
1000±100 lx. A light of 100,000 cd coming from a distance of 10 rn 
in the horizontal piane must not cause extinction of the flasher. 

6.2 The Rates ot Change ot Ambient Illumination 

Because the regulations of the Nordic countries diifer in their re-
quirements concerning lighting-up and extinguishing, it was 
decided to investigate how much these differences affect the ac-
tual period of operation of a flasher in normal operating condi-
tions. For this purpose measurement apparatus was construct-
ed by means of which the rate of change in the level of illumina-
tion could be registered at both the rising and setting of the sun. 
In practice the measurement was arranged by installing an illu- 
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mination meter under a rooflight in the Department of Electrical 
Engineering of Tampere University of Technology. From this 
meter a signal for a chart recorder was obtained which was pro-
portional to the change in illumination on the roof. The rooflight 
in question was located on a fiat roof, so that the situation corre-
sponded fairly well to the changes in the level of illumination in 
a very open place. Calibration of the equipment was carried out 
by comparing the signal received by the chart recorder with the 
reading of an illumination meter outside on the roof. The mea-
surements were made 15 June 1988 ... 5 Jan. 1989 at approxi-
mately monthly intervais on both clear and cloudy evenings and 
mornings. 

In examining the results it was discovered that when investigat-
ing the times when the illumination outside was in the range 
50... 1000 lx, there were no significant differences between the dif-
ferent seasons and different weather conditions. For example, in 
the mornings and evemngs the ainbient illumination was typi-
cally within the range specified by the Finnish quality require-
ments (50.. .500 lx) for only approx. 35.. .40 min. The difference be-
tween the Finnish and Swedish regulations (500 lx / 300 lx) 
means in practice that a flasher set to operate at an illumination 
of 500 lx would operate for approx. 20 min. longer per day than a 
flasher set te operate at an illumination of 300 lx. 

Figure 1 shows a typical variation ofillumination at sunset. This 
measurement was made on 27 July 1988, when the evening was 
cloudless. 
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Evening 27 July 1988 
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Figure 1. The variation of illumination in the evening. 

Figure 2 shows the variation of illumination in the evening at 
different seasons of the year. 
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Figure 2. The variation ofillumination in the evening at different seasons 
of the year. 



Figure 3 shows a typical variation of illumination at sunrise. 
TMs measurement was made on 28 July 1988, when the morn-
ing was cloudless. 

Morning, 28 July 1988 
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Figure3. The variation ofillumination in the morning. 

Figure 4 shows the variation of illumination in the morning at 
different seasons of the year. 
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Figure 4. The variation of illumination in the morning at different sea-
Sons of the year. 
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On the basis of these measurements it can be stated that from 
the point of view of battery consumption there are no significant 
differences between the Swedish and Finnish regulations. 
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7. OPERATING DURATION 

7.1 Requirements for the Minimum Operating Duration of Flashers 

According to the Finnish quality requirements, warning devices 
should be equipped with such a power source that the technical 
illumination requirements are satisfied: 
- for at least 7 days, if the device is operated for 16 hours a day at 
a temperature of +5°C 
- for battery-operated devices at a temperature of-20°C one oper-
ating period (16 h) 
- for accumulator-operated devices three oad periods (16 h) at a 
temperature of -20°C. 

In addition the mechanism of devices equipped with batteries or 
accumulators should function for 16 h at a temperature of ±40°C 

According to the Swedish quality requirements, warning devices 
should be equipped with such a power source that the technical 
ilumination requirements are satisfied: 
- for battery-operated devices at a temperature of —20°C for the 
duration of one operating period (12h) 
- for accumulator-operated devices for the duration of one operat-
ing period (12h) at a temperature of -40°C 

According to the Swedish regulations, different requirements in 
respect of operating time are set for different types of warning 
device. The regulations do not, however, specify at what temper-
ature the load tests are to be made, presumably at room tempera-
ture. The requirements in respect of operating time are as fol-
lows: 
- for omnidirectional red lanterns, 5 days of 12 hours on and 12 
hours off 
- for directional red lanterns, 10 days of 12 hours on and 12 hours 
off 
- for omnidirectional amber lanterns, 8 days of 12 hours on and 
12 hours off 
- for directional amber lanterns, 16 days of 12 hours on and 12 
hours off 
- for omnidirectional amber flashers, 14 days of 12 hours on and 
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12 hours off 
- for directional amber flashers, 28 days of 12 hours on and 12 
hours off. 

Norway's own quality requirements in respect of the operating 
duration of warning devices are rather vague: 
- it is specified that the device should operate at a "satisfactory' 
luminous intensity for 400 hours without replacement of battery 
over the entire operating temperature range of -20°C.. .+40°C 
- further, it is required that the repetition frequency of flashers 
should remain in the range 60.. .120 flashes/min for 14 days at a 
temperature of ̂ 20°C, if the device is in operation for 18 hours 
per day 
- the repetition frequency must also remain within the above lim-
its after 18 hours use at +40°C or —20°C. 

7.2 The Behaviour ot Batteries 

The operating duration of flashers is appreciably affected not 
only by the efficiency of the mechanism, the luminous intensity 
and the optical efficiency, but also by the general behaviour of the 
batteries and their Ah capacities. 

Accordingly, during the course of the research it was decided to 
investigate how various types ofbatteries behave with a load cor-
responding to that of a flashing signal. 

The foliowing batteries were selected for the measurements: 
- AIRAMHp16P-6V 
- DURACELL ID 9080 
- RenPower air-alkali battery 

In the measurements the test procedure was as foliows: two bat-
teries were connected in parallel and the load was a typical fila-
ment flasher lamp 4 V / 0.3 A (Renpuissi 6V). The lamp was 
connected to the battery voltage for 150 ms at a time, after which 
there was an interval of 850 ms. This loading was repeated once 
a second for 16 hours, after which there was an interval of 8 
hours. The ambient temperature during the tests was +5°C. 
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In the tests it was desired to investigate not only the total am-
pere-hour capacity of one battery in the service in question, but 
also in what voltage range these ampere-hours were accumulat-
ed. Figure 1 shows the variation in the battery voltage of each 
battery as function of time in the range 6 V. . .3 V. Figure 2, on 
the other hand, shows the accumulated ampere-hours as a func-
tion of voltage. The ampere-hours shown in these figures are 
those of a single battery, although in the tests two batteries were 
connected in parallel. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 General 

In this section the principal matters contained in the various 
sections of the report are reviewed, and in addition some subjec-
tive views are put forward together with the authors' own opin-
ions concerning the quality requirements for flashing signals, 
their shortcomings and opportunities for improvernent. 

Before any attempt can he made to achieve uniformity in the reg-
ulations of the Nordic countries, a clear summary must be pro-
duced of the measurement proceclures in the different countries 
and the significance of the differences. When the desired form of 
the quality requirements has been arrived at, a separate bulletin 
should he issued concerning the various measurement proce-
dures and methods, and this should also be brought to the atten-
tion of the manufacturers of flashing signals. 

8.2 The Colour ot the Light 

The regulations of the Roads and Waterways Administration for 
flashing road signals which are currently operative in Finland 
have the effect that the transmissivity of the lenses is rather low 
(as was noted in Section 2). In spite of this the re-definition of the 
colours of road flashers and lanterns is not necessary, since the 
colour regions defined are now the same as those recomrnended 
by the CIE. 

One subject for investigation might he on what basis the use of 
separate filters is prohibited and the requirement for the use of 
solid-dyed lenses. 

In addition it would be desirable to clanfy the manner in which 
the colour is to be determined. The current regulations only 
state that the colour is to be determined at the recornmended 
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nominal voltage. There would perhaps he grounds for always 
making the colour determination with a flashing light where the 
deterinination relates to a flashing signal rather than a steady-
burning lantern. 

8.3 Luminous Intensity 

If the quality requirements of the Roads and Waterways Admin-
istration are revised, it would he desirable at the same time to 
consider the patterns and widths of the intensity distribution re-
quired. For omnidirectional signals the "triangular" pattern of 
light distribution currently required is apparently not appropri-
ate. Since the intensity distribution of an omnidirectional flasher 
is more readily made to resemble a sine curve than a triangle, 
the adoption of the former as the basis of the regulations too 
might he justified. At the same time a widening of the present 
distribution pattern could be considered, since in practice posi-
tioning of the flashers is not usually very accurate and a flasher 
may be inclined by 5... 10°, greatly reducing its visibility. In the 
case of directional flashers, it should be considered why the re-
quired region is wider in the horizontal piane than in the verti-
cal, although the positioning of the flashers is usually more ac-
curate in just the horizontal piane. 

The inclusion also in the Finnish regulations of a specification 
for warning signals emitting a steady-burning amber light 
would appear to be justified, since there are numerous applica-
tions for warning signals of this type too. 

In addition the regulations should include clear instructions re-
garding warning signals intended for daytime use which are 
considerably more powerful than the flashers intended for use 
during hours of darkness. 

8.4 Detinition ot the Eftective Luminous Intensity 

In the definition of the effective luminous intensity of flashes 
there do not appear to be any problems. If it is intended to 
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achieve uniformity in the regulations of the Nordic countries, it 
would be natural to adopt the same method for calculation of the 
effective luminous intensity in ali the Nordic countries. 

The only probiem is constituted by flashers working on the "dou-
ble flash" principle. Here further research would he desirable on 
the method of defining the effective luminous intensity in order 
to establish a good basis for separate quality requirements for 
this type of flasher. It would appear that flashers which operate 
on the double-flash principle should he treated as a completeiy 
separate type of flasher. 

8.5 Lightlng-up and Extinguishing 

The requirement in the quality requirements that a flasher shall 
not be extinguished as a resuit of a horizontaily incident Iight of 
given magrntude should he reviewed. In particular, it should be 
determined what is an adequate requirement in respect of hori-
zontalliy incident light, and on the other hand what is undesir-
able behaviour of a flasher when subjected to horizontai light 
should be clarified. 

The rates of change of the ambient iliumination are so great in 
the lux region in which the automatic lighting-up and extin-
guishing systems of warning devices should operate, that the 
Finnish and Swedish regulations could quite easily he made uni-
form. 

Since in practice the measurements of the automatic lighting-up 
and extinguishing systems of the devices are made on clean, 
new flashers, it might be best te set the upper limit of the operat-
ing region at 300 lx, since in practice the lenses are always dirty 
to some extent, and with use aiso become scratched and cloudy, 
so that their transmission is reduced and the extinguishing juu-
mination level tends te rise. 

The lower limit of the operating region would perhaps he best in- 
creased to 100 lx, since as can he seen from the figures in Section 
6 the 50 lx limit is located at a point on the curve where relatively 
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small differences in the operation of the automatic system caus-
es the flasher to light-up at an appreciably different time from 
that intended. In adclition, in the course of measurements the 
impression has been gained that 100 Ix would also otherwise be 
more suitable as the lower limit. 

8.6 Operating Duration 

The regulations of the Nordic countries diifer in respect of the 
operating durations required for warning devices. It should he 
established what operating durations are sensible, since now 
batteries are available by which very long operating durations 
could be achieved. Considerations of maintenance and storage 
etc. may, however, favour shorter operating durations. In addi-
tion, it should be remembered that if longer operating durations 
are prescribed for flashers, then the efficiency of the flashers 
will fali because it will become necessary to use lamps which 
have an appreciably lower efficiency than those currently used. 

In defining the desired operating duration for flashers, consid-
eration should be given not only the service life of batteries and 
lamps, but also to the frequency of cleaning and other inspection 
rounds. 

Since it is in any case necessary to visit warning flashers at in-
tervais to clean off the clirt collected on their lenses, it is perhaps 
not appropriate to aim for the longest possible operating dura-
tion, because batteries and lamps can relatively easily be re-
placed at the same time without additional costs. 

Possibly a regulation could be included in the quality require-
ments obliging the manufacturers of flashers to fit the flashers 
with an indicator by means of which it could he readily seen 
from the outside if the flasher was near the end of its operating 
duration. 

This would he particularly important for accumulator-operated 
flashers, since these are required to have a mechanism to pre-
vent the total discharge of the accumulators and which turns 



the flasher off suddenly. The indicator could take the form, for 
example, of some sort of signal light or a clear change in the rep-
etition frequency of flashing (60 times/min.. .20 times/min). 
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